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Tournament on the Web
Website

www.brooklynopen.ru

Tournament information
The tournament is open for

Athletes from World Bowling’s member federations

Tournament organizer

Bowling Federation of Tyumen Region

Centre

Bowling Centre Brooklyn Bowl, Tyumen City Mall

City

Tyumen

Federation

Russia

First day

25 February 2019

Last day

3 March 2019

Tournament delimitations
Category

Open

Event

Singles Mixed, Doubles Mixed, Team Mixed

Women handicap

8 pins per game

Max women scratch game

292

Youth handicap (10-14 years)

8 pins per game

Max youth scratch game

292

Tournament contact
Contact person

Ekaterina Bashkirtseva

Mobile

+7 963 455 1408

Email

admin@brooklynopen.ru

Registration

www.brooklynopen.ru

Centre address

Address

Bowling Centre Brooklyn Bowl
Tyumen City Mall
Timofey Charkova 60
Tyumen
Russia

Phone

+7 3452 560 590

Email

events@brooklynopen.com

Website

www.brooklynopen.ru

Centre specifications
Number of lanes

16

Approaches

Brunswick Anvilane Approach

Surfaces

Brunswick

Pin decks

Brunswick

Pin setters

GS-X Series
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Pins

Brunswick

Score system

Brunswick Vector

Dressing specifications
Oil machine

Kegel Kustodian plus

Oil

Brunswick LOGIC

Cleaner

Brunswick Judge

Pattern prepared by

Bowling centre Brooklyn Bowl

Dressing done by

Andrey Dukshanin

Prize money specifications
Prize fund status

Fixed

Tax on prizes

No

Prize money expressed in RUB (exchange rate 1 EUR / 70 RUB)
Position

Singles Mixed

Doubles Mixed

Team Mixed

Position 1

250.000

30.000

70.000

Position 2

170.000

25.000

60.000

Position 3

100.000

20.000

50.000

Position 4

75.000

15.000

40.000

Position 5

65.000

9.000

30.000

Position 6

60.000

Position 7

55.000

Position 8

50.000

Position 9

40.000

Position 10

35.000

Position 11

33.000

Position 12

31.000

Position 13

30.000

Position 14

29.000

Position 15

28.000

Position 16

27.000

Position 17

26.000

Position 18

25.000

Position 19-20

23.000

Position 21-22

22.000

Position 23-24

21.000

Position 25-26

20.000

Position 27-28

19.000

Position 29-30

18.000
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Position 31-34

16.000

Position 35-38

14.000

Position 39-43

12.000

Position 44-50

10.000

Best Game Women

10.000

Best Game Men

10.000

For «the will to win»

5.000

Perfect Game
Total

20.000
1.670.000

99.000

250.000

Tournament format Singles Mixed
Qualification
10 games divided in two series of 5 games
Re-entry
1 game immediately after every qualification squad
Lanes will not be re-dressed for the re-entry
If higher, the score of the game replaces the lowest of the 5 qualification games
Turbo definition
Turbo refers to the two highest score in game 5
Registration for the turbo is made in connection with registration and payment, which must
take place before the squad starts.
Desperado Squad
1 game immediately following the Re-entry, open for all non-qualified athletes
Lanes will not be re-dressed for the Desperado Squad and there will be no lane alternation,
i.e. desperado athletes will bowl all ten frames on the same lane
Shock Desperado
1 game immediately following the final step 6, open for all non-qualified to the final step 7
Lanes will not be re-dressed for the Shock Desperado and there will be no lane alternation,
i.e. the shock desperado athletes will bowl all ten frames on the same lane
52 players will qualify for the final steps
35 athletes from the qualification standing
Highest athlete from a separate standing in the squads conducted on 25 February, not qualified from any other standing
Highest athlete from a separate standing in the squads conducted on 26 February, not qualified from any other standing
Highest athlete from a separate standing in the squads conducted on 27 February, not qualified from any other standing
7 athletes nominated by the organizer
2 athletes in Turbo, not qualified from any other standing
3 athletes from the Desperado Squad
2 athletes from the Shock Desperado
Seeding for the final step 1-6
Athletes positioned 3-10 in the qualification is qualified for the final step 5, seeded 1-8
Athletes positioned 11-18 in the qualification is qualified for the final step 4, seeded 9-16
Athletes positioned 19-26 in the qualification is qualified for the final step 3, seeded 17-24
Athletes positioned 27-34 in the qualification is qualified for the final step 2, seeded 25-32
Athletes positioned 35 in the qualification is qualified for the final step 1, seeded 33
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Athletes positioned 1-3 in the Desperado Squad is qualified for the final step 1, seeded 42-44
Athletes positioned 1-2 in the Turbo is qualified for the final step 1, seeded 38-40
The 7 athletes nominated by the organizer is qualified for the final step 1, seeded 34-37, 41
and 45-48
Re-seeding for the final step 7
Athletes positioned 1-2 in the qualification is qualified for the final step 7, seeded 1-2
Athletes positioned 1-4 in the final step 6 is qualified for the final step 7, seeded 3-6
Athletes positioned 1-2 in the shock desperado is qualified for the final step 7, seeded 7-8
Final step 1
16 athletes will play 1 games, starting from scratch
Top 8 will continue to the final step 2
Athletes not continuing will be ranked 45-52 according to their score in the final step 1
Final step 2
16 athletes will play 1 games, starting from scratch
Top 8 will continue to the final step 3
Athletes not continuing will be ranked 37-44 according to their score in the final step 2
Final step 3
16 athletes will play 1 games, starting from scratch
Top 8 will continue to the final step 4
Athletes not continuing will be ranked 29-36 according to their score in the final step 3
Final step 4
16 athletes will play 1 games, starting from scratch
Top 8 will continue to the final step 5
Athletes not continuing will be ranked 21-28 according to their score in the final step 4
Final step 5
16 athletes will play 2 games, starting from scratch; total pin fall to count
Top 8 will continue to the final step 6
Athletes not continuing will be ranked 13-20 according to their score in the final step 5
Final step 6
8 athletes will play 2 games, starting from scratch
Top 4 will continue to the final step 7
Athletes not continuing will be ranked 9-12 according to their score in the final step 6
Final step 7
8 athletes will play 1 games, starting from scratch
Top 3 will continue to the final step 8, seeded 1-3
Athletes not continuing will be ranked 4-8 according to their score in the final step 7
Final step 8
There will be 2 stepladder matches
Stepladder match 1
The athlete seeded 3 and the athlete seeded 2 will play a one-game match
The loser of the match will be ranked 3
Stepladder match 2
The winner of match 1 and the athlete seeded 1 will play a one-game match
The loser of the match will be ranked 2
The winner of the match will be ranked 1
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Eventually re-ranking
If one or both athletes qualified for the final step 7 from the Shock Desperado already is
ranked from a previous final step, the lower ranking position of these athlete(s) are removed,
and those of the athletes, ranked after the empty ranking spots occurring, will be ranked one
or two positions higher.
Tournament format Doubles Mixed
Qualification
The double qualifications will take part on Monday 25.02.2019 and Saturday 02.03.2019
Each double playing 5 games
Each Team can include men or women only, or a mix of men and women
Individual scores of the 2 athletes in the double are added together for the double total
The best 8 doubles are qualified for the Final
Final, Baker Format
Final step 1
The 8 winning doubles from the Qualification will be reseeded 1-8 according to their previous
seeding, and play further 2 games, total pin fall to count
The losing quarter-finalists shall be ranked 5-8 according to their previous seeding.
MATCH 1
1st vs 8th

MATCH 2
2nd vs 7th

MATCH 3
3rd vs 6th

MATCH 4
4th vs 5th

Final step 2
The 4 winning doubles from Final Step 1 will be reseeded 1-4 according to their previous
seeding, and play further 2 games, total pin fall to count.
The losing Semi-Finalists shall be ranked 3 and 4 according to their previous seeding.
MATCH 1
1st vs 4th

MATCH 2
2nd vs 3rd

Final step 3
The 4 winning doubles from Final Step 2 will be play 2 games, total pin fall to count.
MATCH 1
1st vs 2th

MATCH 2
3nd vs 3rd

Tournament format Team Mixed
Qualification
The team qualifications will take part on Monday 25.02.2019 and Saturday 02.03.2019
Each team consists of 5 athletes, playing 5 games
Each Team can include men or women only, or a mix of men and women
Individual scores of the 5 athletes in the team are added together for the team total
The best 8 teams are qualified for the Final
Final, Baker Format
Final step 1
The 8 winning teames from the Qualification will be reseeded 1-8 according to their previous
seeding, and play further 2 games, total pin fall to count.
The losing quarter-finalists shall be ranked 5-8 according to their previous seeding.
MATCH 1
1st vs 8th

MATCH 2
2nd vs 7th

MATCH 3
3rd vs 6th

MATCH 4
4th vs 5th
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Final step 2
The 4 winning teames from Final Step 1 will be reseeded 1-4 according to their previous seeding, and play further 2 games, total pin fall to count.
The losing Semi-Finalists shall be ranked 3 and 4 according to their previous seeding.
MATCH 1
1st vs 4th

MATCH 2
2nd vs 3rd

Final step 3
The 4 winning teams from Final Step 2 will play 2 games, total pin fall to count.
MATCH 1
1st vs 2th

MATCH 2
3nd vs 3rd

Tournament tie rules
Qualification
In case of a tie, the highest ranked athlete will be the athlete with the highest last game. If a
tie still exists the highest ranked athlete will be the athlete with the highest second last game,
then the athlete with the highest third last game etc.
Desperado Squad
In case of tie in the desperado squad for position 3, a one ball roll off on a full set of pins will
be played, repeated until the tie is broken. All other ties in the desperado squad will be broken
according to positions in the qualification standing.
Shock Desperado
In case of tie in the desperado squad for position 2, a one ball roll off on a full set of pins will
be played, repeated until the tie is broken. All other ties in the shock desperado will be broken
according to positions in the qualification standing.
Final step 1-5
For a position qualifying the athlete to the following step, a one ball roll off on a full set of pins
will be played, repeated until the tie is broken.
Ties among athletes not continuing to the next final step will be broken by ranking the athlete
with a higher seeding number highest.
Final step 6
For a position qualifying the athlete to step 7, a one ball roll off on a full set of pins will be
played, repeated until the tie is broken.
Ties among the athletes continuing to the final step 7 will, as a consequence of the reseeding, be broken by ranking the athlete with a higher seeding number highest.
Ties among athletes not continuing to the next final step will be broken by ranking the athlete
with a higher seeding number highest.
Final step 7
For a position qualifying the athlete to step 8, a one ball roll off on a full set of pins will be
played, repeated until the tie is broken.
Ties among athletes not continuing to the next final step will be broken by ranking the athlete
with a higher re-seeding number highest.
Final step 8
Any tie in the final step 8 will be broken by playing a one ball roll off on a full set of pins, repeated until the tie is broken.
Team & Double Competition Qualification
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In case of a tie, the team with the higher total pin fall will be ranked first
In case of a further tie, the highest ranked team will be the team with the highest last team
game. If a tie still exists the highest ranked team will be the team with the highest second
last team game, then the team with the highest third last team game etc.
Team & Double Competition Final
The highest positioned team will be the team scoring the highest last game. If a tie still exists,
a one ball roll off on a full set of pins will be played, repeated until the tie is broken.
Lane assignments and lane movements
Lane draws

Carried through by Notaries Public

Athletes per pair in squads

Maximum five

Frequency of movement

After each game

Movement method

To the right

Number of lanes to move

Two

Booking policies
Booking cancellations

Possible

Registration deadline

30 minutes before scheduled squad times

Qualification squads and fees in RUB
Squad

Day

Date

Time

Spots

Entry fee

10.30

32

5.000

14.00

32

5.000

17.30

32

5.000

Squad 04

21.00

16

5.000

Squad 05

09.00

32

5.000

Squad 06

12.30

32

5.000

16.00

16

5.000

Squad 08

19.30

32

5.000

Squad 09

23.00

32

5.000

Squad 10

09.00

32

5.000

Squad 11

12.30

32

5.000

16.00

32

5.000

Squad 13

19.30

32

5.000

Squad 14

23.00

32

5.000

Squad 15

09.00

32

5.000

Squad 16

12.30

32

5.000

16.00

32

5.000

Squad 18

19.30

16

5.000

Squad 19

23.00

32

5.000

09.00

32

5.000

12.30

32

5.000

Squad 01
Squad 02
Squad 03

Squad 07

Squad 12

Squad 17

Squad 20
Squad 21

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

25.02.2019

26.02.2019

27.02.2019

28.02.2019

01.03.2019
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Squad 22

16.00

32

5.000

Squad 23

19.30

32

5.000

Squad 24

23.00

32

5.000

Squad 25

09.00

32

5.000

Squad 26

12.30

32

5.000

Squad 27

16.00

32

5.000

-

-

15.000

-

-

6.000

Re-entry

-

108

1.000

Desperado

-

108

1.000

Shock desp.

-

108

3.000

-

-

500

Mixed Team
Mixed Double

Saturday

02.03.2019

Turbo

All

Marathon

25.02-27.02: Unlimited squads
28.02-01.03: Maximum 2 squads
02.03: Only one squad)

Schedule for the final steps
Sunday 3 March 2019
09.00: Team Final
09.40: Final step 1
10.20: Final step 2
11.00: Final step 3
11.00: Double Final
11.00: Final step 1
11.40: Final step 2
12.20: Final step 3
13.00: Lane maintenance
13.30: Final step 1
14.00: Final step 2
14.30: Final step 3
15.00: Final step 4
15.30: Final step 5
16.30: Final step 6
18.30: Lane maintenance
19.00: Final step 7
19.30: Final step 8
20.30: Award ceremony
Hotels provided by the organizer
Please check for details at www.brooklynopen.ru
Other information
Free accommodation for tournament participants
Free transfers

35.000

